
POSSUM Workshop 2012- Day 2 Notes
Program for day 2 (see http://askap.org/possum/Meetings/SydneyPossumWorkshop2012) 

Wednesday May 9th

Time Topic Speaker / Chair

09:00-09:30 Ionosphere Testing Shane O'Sullivan

09:30-10:30 Source Finding Jeroen Stil

10:30-11:00 Morning Tea  

11:00-12:30 Catalogues & value-added data products Larry Rudnick

12:30-14:00 Lunch  

14:00-15:30 Wide-field Issues Tony Willis

15:30-16:00 Afternoon Tea  

16:00-17:30 BETA, ASKAP-12 and Commissioning Ettore Carretti & Cormac Purcell 

Attending:
Feain
Gaensler
O'Sullivan
Purcell
Gheissari
Rudnick
Kaczmarek
Lenc
C. Anderson
Akahori
Sun
Norris
Kothes
Stil
Taylor
McClure-Griffiths
Carretti
Seymour
Landecker (video)
Willis (video)
Robishaw (video)
Whiting

Ionospheric Testing - Shane O'Sullivan & Tom Landecker

Erickson et al. (2011) - correction of ionospheric RMs using GPS clocks

http://askap.org/possum/Meetings/SydneyPossumWorkshop2012


ASKAP will be observing at solar maximum

All s/w packages for correction using either International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) or 
Parameterised Ionospheric Model (PIM). Most s/w packages use quasi-static model of geomagnetic 
field. James Anderson's s/w promises greater precision (developed for LOFAR).

We can now compile Anderson's software, but there are leftover issues that Willis hopes to track 
down when he visits Bonn shortly.

Presentation from John Reynolds (in absentia):

Questions from John Reynolds (in absentia):



Next steps:
- get software working
- get some data to test it (GMIMS? WSRT? ATCA?)

Landecker: Observations from Narrabri (above 1.2 GHz, at least) are critical and now is time to 
make them. Need long observations of polarised calibrators

Source Funding Overview - Matthew Whiting



 



BMG's thoughts on this:

* want EMU MFS output to include band-averaged V (definitely), and also probably band-averaged 
Q, U
- would have significant extra memory/CPU cost

* will multi-channel cubes be convolved to common angular resolution? (do we want this?) (and 
want same resolution as EMU MFS cubes!)
- would prefer uniform resolution across the band; but how can we get EMU's resolution 
(corresponding to middle of band) at our lowest frequencies.
- some of this will come to light and can be fine-tuned during BETA observations
ACTION: Report needed on best way forward here

* when/how will we decide whether cubes are 30 channels vs 300 channels?
- governed by what they can do and what we need (we would prefer 300!)

* who from the ASKAP computing group will interface with SCOM-2?
- don't know - need to chase this up

Additional technical issues from Jeroen Stil that we ran out of time to fully discuss/present:
- we don't have a prescription on how to detect sources between 5 and 10 sigma (90% of the sources 
that POSSUM is capable of detecting); our focus so far has only been on 10% brightest sources
- we're strongly underestimating what diffuse Galactic polarisation is going to do to our background 
source fluxes
- bright sources (?) could be leakage dominated

Catalogues and Value-Added Products - Larry Rudnick

Lisa Harvey-Smith has said that we're lacking a big picture of how value-added catalogue is going 
to come together.



PPC:

* IMPORTANT: value of lambda_0^2 for each source is not part of PPC! (but EMU will use some 
different mean frequency; do we need to match with EMU?)

ACTION: Add lambda_0 to list of outputs.

* If we provide an RM-synthesis cube, how can we divide by Stokes I (or by spectral index) first 
over the whole image? What do we divide by for the noise pixels? Larry says we should use the 
fitted spectrum from MFS, and divide every pixel by that spectrum (both source and noise).

* Noise map is not a map, it's a spectrum.

* Intention is that CSIRO will generate PPC using our algorithms, except for quality control that we 
may then have to apply

PPA (now called PVAC?):

Broadly provides:
- more RM info
- more spatial info
- sources not found in EMU
- full cubes for added exploration

Rudnick wants to remove "RM statistics for defined classes". This was something that Rudnick 
originally put in (see notes from Calgary meeting on 2 Jul 2011), but it's something that might be 
hard to compute definitively in time for the PPA.

Big Questions:

- Do we want set release versions of the catalogues, or just have a rolling/evolving catalogue?
- Is there anything we'll need to derive later that will require going back to raw uv data? Yes - 
single-dish combination (if included); ionospheric correction; Bell et al. Faraday synthesis.
- what is the overall vision of how the PVAC gets constructed, i.e., who, when, connection w 
research projects, etc. 
--- PVAC could have own governance structure, with management team receiving reports back from 
underlying teams
--- or could self-organise
--- or middle ground, with highest-priority things run through structured process, and rest self-
organised
--> should be coordinated/combined with EMU?

EMU: science teams have been formed, who both develop value-added catalogue and pursue 
associated science. EMU doesn't put much stock in making things proprietary.

Where do students fit in, if involved in developing pipeline and catalogues? Management team 
needs to make decisions about what is protected for students. "RM statistics for defined classes" in 
PVAC list below is a good example of a student project.

Nick Seymour: tension in how long you wait to release/develop PVAC: get it out early and public, 
or reserve science for internal teams? Issues in quality control only come up when (i) you start 



doing science, and (ii) you let other people use your data product.

Overall preference is hybrid model for developing PVAC: critical products are strongly managed 
("minimal set" of high priority items), and remainder is left to "entrepreneurs". (This is similar to 
the EMU model.)

All coupled with public release policy, student policy, etc.

ACTION: consider how best to set up governance/management structure for PVAC

Larry's summary of proposed governance options on PVAC on the whiteboard:

  

Larry's slides: 









Wide-Field Issues - Tony Willis

* Instrumental polarisation will be visible in individual spectral channels

* We have a procedure to deal with this that we use at DRAO ST
- DRAO leakage shows strong frequency dependence; had to measure this empirically

* Proposed ASKAP procedure:



Ettore Carretti: what would be the impact on the survey if the noise increases by 30% as a result of 
gaussian fitting (see slide below): x-axis is distance from boresight in degrees and y-axis is RMS 
noise in normalised units. Axis label is "850 MHz noise as a function of distance from boresight 
[Wide Field]

For EVLA, Sanjay Bhatnagar has taken known primary beam shape, fourier transformed this into 
uv plane, and then convolved data with this - provides direct image with (first order) correction for 
primary beam attenuation already included. This is for a single-pixel feed. For ASKAP, would need 



a different convolution function for every feed - would be messy.

For BETA, need to test time and frequency stability of polarisation performance. Need to test 
various different correction algorithms.

BETA, ASKAP-12 and Commissioning - Ettore Carretti & Cormac Purcell

Stages:
* Science-commissioning will commence this year
* BETA
* ASKAP-12

Presentation from Gaensler:

* Seymour: 
- worth doing a deep field, especially at higher frequencies where angular resolution is better
- if you want 700-1100 MHz, you'll get this for free from FLASH survey with full ASKAP anyway

* Rudnick:
- 700 MHz polarimetry is a critical bridge between LOFAR/MWA and VLA/ASKAP. Need this info 
over lots of sources to understand complexity, Faraday depth, depolarisation: 700-1000 MHz would 
be best (although note that T_sys goes up by factor of two between 800 MHz and 700 MHz)
- predicted source counts on slide 3 may be too good by factor of two

* Norris
- don't want to push to 700-1000 MHz for EMU, as confusion will get worse; want 800-1100 MHz 
(or may even not use bottom half of the band)

Tim Shinwell:

- BETA is probably no longer being considered by SSPs as a science instrument

- ASKAP-12: array configuration still being developed; meeting w EMU & WALLABY on Friday 
to discuss this further; WG4b meeting next week.



- SCOM2 includes postdocs, such as Tom Franzen (EMU) and Ivy Wong (WALLABY)

* Larry Rudnick (for Lisa Harvey-Smith) - Quality Control

Question: How do we verify quality control for POSSUM?



Some clear gaps in existing quality control have been identified. E.g. will we actually look at multi-
channel images and identify bad images? POSSUM Report #23 starts to cover this, e.g. it says 
images will be checked as per EMU Memo #14. But they won't look at individual 1-MHz channel 
maps. POSSUM Reports #43 & #51 touch on this but don't properly develop this.

ACTION: We need more quality control steps, involving checking images, not just PPC values. 
Need to think about folding in quality control associated with PVAC (PPA) products, as above.
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